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Introduction: Recently,  extensive  gypsum  deposits  have
been discovered in the Circumpolar Dune Field and on the Mar-
tian  Northern  Ice  Cap  (MNIC)  [1,2,3].  One  of  the  proposed
mechanisms  of  their  formation  is  by  weathering  within  ice
[4,5,6],  however  none of the  previous studies  have checked if
this process is possible under current Martian conditions. Stud-
ies  of Martian  evaporitic  minerals  are  crucial  for constraining
characteristics of the aqueous fluids,  both past  and present,  on
the surface of the Red Planet.  This is especially important  be-
cause areas of evaporitic mineral  formation may be among the
most hospitable environments on Mars [7,8].

The aim of this paper is to numerically model if the weather-
ing of dust  grains  within  the  MNIC is  possible  under  current
Martian conditions in order to explain the existence of extensive
gypsum deposits  at  Meridiani  Planum.  To test  this  hypothesis,
we check if radiant  heating is sufficient to melt  a thin layer of
ice surrounding a single dust grain exposed within the south-fac-
ing side of the MNIC spiral trench. 

Methods: We model a single basaltic dust grain (2-200 µm
in diameter) lying on glacial ice that is mixed with dust, exposed
within a spiral  trough of the MNIC and heated by solar irradi-
ance during the warmest  days of the summer. We assume that
the surface of the grain is inclined so that solar rays are perpen-
dicular  to  the  surface  of  the  grain  at  noon.  To describe  this
process, we developed a 2D numerical model based on the equa-
tion of heat transfer (see [9] for more details):

Results: Depending on the local solar constant, grain emis-
sivity and thermal conductivity of ice, ice surrounding the dust
grain melt for up to few hours a day during the warmest days of
summer. For example, for solar constant 350 W/m2, emissivity
0.80, grain size 2 um, and thermal conductivity 0.4 W/mK melt-
ing lasts for ~300 minutes and result in melting of 6 mm of ice. 

Discussion: Average surface pressure during summer on the
MNIC is  ~660-760 Pa; slightly above the  triple  point.  During
the windless days conditions next to the surface of the ice should
allow for  liquid  water  to  be  stable  for  significant  amount  of
time. The interaction of the dust particles with small amounts of
liquid water could lead to formation of evaporitic minerals, simi-
lar to evaporates formed on terrestrial, Antarctic meteorites [10].
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